St. Joseph Marello Catholic Church
Presents

Confident Parenting
in Uncertain Times
The uncertainty of how this COVID season will
Thursday evenings 8:30pm to 9:30pm
impact our immediate future in the midst of a media
culture programmed to seek control of the hearts and
September 17, 2020 thru October 15, 2020
minds of our families can shake our own confidence
to our core if we allow it. So what does faith have to Venue: Zoom—after registration you will receive zoom access
via email.
do with it?
If you are dealing with some anxiety about being the
parent your child needs you to be, you are in good
company. For our faith tells us that God equips the
called; he does not call who is equipped. (Romans 8:30)

Register at:

https://stjosephmarello.org/confidentparenting

Learning objectives include how our faith informs
us about:


The Christ-centered authority of parents to
be their child’s primary teacher for life.



The difference between compliance and
obedience when addressing behavior and
behavioral health issues at home.



How to create a family creed and house rules
to teach discipline as a civics lesson about
freedom.



How science informs us about the
vulnerability and resilience of the human
condition and what this understanding means
for genuine connection in the parent-child
relationship.
For God hath not given us a spirit of fear; but a
spirit of power and love and sound mind.
(2 Timothy 1:7)

www.coreconnectivity.org
A Foundation to Empower Families
About the presenter Joanna Jullien: This
faith-based parenting series is presented by
Joanna Jullien, SJM Parenting Ministry
Leader and Parenting and Family Life Coach
at Core Connectivity – A Foundation to Empower Families. Joanna is an author and educator on strengthening the parent-child relationship in a cyber-powered world. She is a
former technology executive trained in behavioral science at U.C. Berkeley, a mother
of two grown sons, and an author of books for practical guidance
on parenting, growing up and family life in the network culture.
As a family and technology culture advisor, Joanna has appeared
on 103.9FM The Fish, 710AM Keeping Faith in America,
1380AM The Answer, and Examiner.com.
The philosophy and trainings of Core Connectivity are informed
by a study of faith as a civics lesson and the sciences of the brain,
addiction, somatic properties of thought, and adverse childhood
experiences (ACEs). Relevant historical references to Catholic
figures and current literature will be incorporated along with
explicit, practical references to Scripture.

To EDUCATE is to enlighten the mind and warm the heart to the love of God.” - St. Joseph Marello

